Articles


SWANEPOEL JH. Staging the body and space in television: Jozi H as a case in point. Journal of African Media Studies (JAMS), 2014. 6(3): 313-326.


Books and book chapters

ESAU O. A Teacher’s Perspective on Teaching and Learning at a Muslim Faith-Based School in Cape Town. In International Handbook of Learning, Teaching and Leading in Faith-Based Schools, Springer, 2014: 421-433.


FRICK, BL, ALBERTYN, RM & BITZER, EM. Candidates, supervisors and institutions: Pushing postgraduate boundaries. An overview. In EM Bitzer, RM Albertyn, BL Frick, BL, B Grant & F Kelly (Eds.) Candidates, supervisors and institutions: Pushing postgraduate boundaries. Stellenbosch: SunMedia, 2014:


Journal articles (non-accredited)


Conference proceedings


---

Master’s degrees completed

BESTER M. Academics’ conceptions and orientations of graduate attributes in Applied Design Programmes at a University of Technology. MPhil, 2014. 256pp. Supervisor: Prof EM Bitzer. (cum laude)


MATTHEWS MM. Xhosa-speaking learners’ reading comprehension in English First Additional Language: A reading intervention. MEd, 2014. 140pp. Supervisor: Prof C van der Walt. (cum laude)

NEWMAN LR. Opvoeders se perspektiewe rakende die gebruik van die leesperiode en skoolbiblioteke in geselekteerde skole in die Noord-Kaap. MEd, 2014. 101pp. Supervisor: Dr MLA Le Cordeur.

PIENAAR E. Learning about and understanding fractions and their role in the high school curriculum. MEd, 2014. 60pp. Supervisor: Dr MF Gierdien.


Doctoral degrees completed


THORNHILL AC. First Additional Language Teaching in selected Grade 4 – 6 classes in Western Cape urban schools: The case of Afrikaans. PhD, 2014. 433 pp. Supervisor: Dr MLA le Cordeur.
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